
FOSATU

The Federation of South African Trade Unions (FOSATU) grew out of 

the 1973 Durban Strikes. FOSATU, a non-racial trade union 

federation, was formed in 1979 and played a signi�cant role in the 

development of trade unions and worker leadership during the six 

years of its existence. FOSATU embraced a vibrant worker culture of 

songs, choirs, poetry and drama. Worker choirs used song to tell 

stories of exploitation and oppression they suffered on the shop �oor 

and in the townships, of victorious strikes and of comrades killed in 

battle. Shifty Records travelled around the country in the early 1980s 

recording various FOSATU Worker Choirs. FOSATU combined with 

other unions in 1985 to form the Congress of South African Trade 

Unions (COSATU) 

FOSATU …has been almost wholly forgotten by trade unionists, 

political activists and the wider South African public. This may 

partly be due to the fact that its many achievements were 

accomplished in the short span of six years, and have in a sense 

been absorbed into COSATU. Beyond that, however, has been 

the active down-playing of the role of this internal struggle in 

the ANC’s version of the road to freedom. 
Professor Phil Bonner, 2011

WORKERS
UNITE!

ALMAL IS IN DIE STRUGGLE

In Cape Town songs that emerged from the Clothing Workers 

Union (CLOWU) – a union that af�liated to the UDF - included 

Klim op die wa, klim op die wa and Die hondjies en die katjies 

is ook in die struggle. 

We wrote that song, ‘Klim op die wa, klim op die wa, 

lim op CLOWU se wa, almal wat CLOWU lief het klim of 

CLOWU se wa’. Now it was very funny for me to see a 

few years later that it is now a COSATU song. But it was 

something that we actually developed. It came straight 

from our union. ..And there is also the song about ‘`Al die 

mamas en die pappas, die boeties en die sussies, die 

oumas en die oupas, die hondjies en die katjies -- almal is 

saam in die struggle'.
Interview with Zubeida Jaffer

COSATU

The Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU) was 

launched on 1 December 1985, after unity talks had succeeded 

in bringing together the FOSATU af�liated unions, UDF 

af�liated unions, the National Union of Mineworkers and other 

union groupings to form a new union federation.  COSATU 

embarked on rolling mass action and also put its weight �rmly 

behind the struggle for an end to apartheid, proving to be a 

powerful force within the mass democratic movement. 

Similarly to FOSATU, COSATU encouraged cultural activities 

amongst its af�liates and set up a COSATU Cultural Unit. 

Worker choirs, poetry and theatre were all features of the new 

federation. Militant worker songs emerged, showing that 

COSATU was fully behind the struggle for liberation.

Sihphum’ eAngola  sipeth’ uBazooka 

We have come out of Angola carrying bazookas

S’hamba noTambo

We are going with Tambo

Siyolal’ emaKhaya

We will sleep in our homes

Viva COSATU

Viva Msebenzi

Viva the worker

REGGAE

Reaching South Africa’s shores in 1976, the year of the Soweto 

Uprising, reggae tied in with the Black Consciousness 

Movement’s call for unity amongst the oppressed and took 

that even further to a call for unity across Africa. The lyrics of 

Bob Marley, Peter Tosh and Mutabaruka emphasised the need 

for unity amongst all oppressed across the African continent.  

Linton Kwezi Johnson injected a class analysis with his focus 

on the struggle of workers in the UK. Steve Gordon argues 

that reggae music managed to slip past the censors only 

because it was “militancy packaged in Patois” a language 

that apartheid’s censorship board was unable to understand. 

The message in songs like Tosh’s  Get Up, Stand Up and 

Marley’s Africa Unite gave new determination to students 

and activists during the days of boycotts and protracted 

struggle. One of the few South Africans to achieve 

international success as a reggae artist was Lucky Dube who 

had started out as an mbaqanga artist in 1979 and turned to 

reggae in 1985. His albums included Exile and Prisoner.      

Reggae won respect with trade unionists, activists, and 

internationalists. It asked questions, its reference points 

were ghetto, oppressor, survival and uprising. It was no 

longer just a music, it was Message at work. 
Steve Gordon (2008)

I mean obviously, Bob Marley actually played a big role 

in our struggle where music was concerned. When we 

launched the UDF in 1984 we said that ‘Buffalo Soldier’ 

was the song they must play throughout the Cape Flats 

that day. That is why today you still get that where they 

put that thing on top of a car [loud hailer] that they play 

music out of - they still call that a “buffalo” nowadays.
Interview with Moeka Ismail 

CROSS OVERS

Johnny Clegg learnt acoustic maskanda guitar and male 

team isishameni dancing from the age of fourteen in 

Johannesburg’s workers’ hostels. Juluka’s performance was 

a blend of rural maskanda, mbaqanga migrant dance and 

American folk-rock. Clegg later formed Savuka, which 

continued to perform music with strong social commentary.   

Juluka attracted a range of audiences, including students, 

activists and migrant workers. Johny Clegg later formed the 

band Savuka in 1986.  Many of their songs directly 

addressed political issues. Asimbonanga  (We have not seen 

him), a song about Nelson Mandela locked away on 

Robben Island, was banned from air play but not for sale. 

One (Hu)man One Vote on the album Cruel Crazy Beautiful 

World was inspired by the assassination of anti-apartheid 

activist David Webster, who was a friend and colleague of 

Clegg’s. 

ASIMBONANGA
Asimbonang' uMandela thina

Laph'ekhona

Laph'ehleli khona

Oh the sea is cold and the sky is grey

Look across the Island into the Bay

We are all islands till comes the day

We cross the burning water

Asimbonanga….
Savuka

REGGAE and
CROSS OVERS
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Juluka, Johnny Clegg and Scorpion Modondo
phtographer: Steve Gordon 1982

Fosatu Choir group, Wits, Johannesburg 1983
Cedric Nunn/Independent Contributors/ Africa Media Online



Black Noise Hip Hop Crew
photograph courtesy of Emile Jansen 

Black Noise, a group from the Cape Flats, led by Emile YX 

(Emile Jansen) was one of South Africa’s �rst hip hop 

groups. According to Jansen they started out break dancing 

and moved from ‘just dancing to rapping’. The group was 

�rst called Chilled Convention and later took the name 

Black Noise. Their music commented on racism, conditions 

in the Cape Flats and identity. Black Noise also had a strong 

focus on youth development which resulted in their Heal 

the Hood Project.

Prophets of da City was also formed in 1988, and their 

music combined elements of hip-hop, reggae and 

traditional African rhythms. They produced the �rst South 

African hip-hop release, Our World in 1990. This album had 

the �rst recorded Cape slang hip-hop song, Dala Flat (Do it 

thoroughly).  

Prophets of da City’s video for Kicking Non Stop was 

censored because members of the crew put a portrait of the 

then president, P. W. Botha, in a fridge to “chill”. They also 

came under �re from the censorship board for “Die Stem” 

which was regarded as a mocking of the national anthem 

and disrespectful to ‘Afrikaners’. Black Noise  and  Prophets 

of da City were strongly in�uenced by black consciousness 

and American rap and hip-hop. They took up a militant 

stance on racism, poverty and the violent township 

environment. They also appropriated the baseball caps, 

baggy pants and other images of American rap.

And so a lot of us were break dancing in the 80s. We 

didn’t think of being revolutionary. I mean I used to 

dance at these mass rallies. I started dancing from 82 

…And I remember the �rst rhyme I wrote was actually 

called ‘apartheid sucks’. And I don’t remember the 

rhyme though but it was about, like, just the anger of 

being a dancer and not really being able to use your 

voice about what’s really going on. And I remember 

performing it at a college event in Johburg. They gave 

me the mic, I rapped the verse and did some break 

dance move and people were like ‘what the hell was 

that?’ Because most people didn’t know hip hop at 

that stage.
Interview with Emile YX Jansen

HIP HOP
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The lyrics of two songs in particular in the post-apartheid South Africa 

– De la Rey and Dubul’ iBhunu (Shoot the Boer) – raised a great deal of 

emotion and debate around the role of music and freedom songs 

within the ‘new South Africa’. De la Rey, a song by Bok Van Blerk, 

recorded in 2006, stirred emotions and created controversy.  A video at 

the launch of De la Rey showed Afrikaner women and children as 

victims in concentration camps and men in trenches and on horseback. 

While some Afrikaners embraced the song as a challenge to the failure 

of the ANC-led government, many people expressed concern about its 

potential appeal to Afrikaner right-wing sentiments.  

HATE SPEECH

While addressing students at a university campus in March 2010, Julius 

Malema, then president of the ANC Youth League, sang the struggle 

song Dubul’ iBhunu.  His singing of the song raised an outcry and was 

regarded by some commentators as hate speech.  In April 2011 

AfriForum Youth, which is part of the mainly Afrikaner rights lobby 

group, AfriForum, opened a civil case against Malema in the Equality 

Court.  AfriForum argued that the song amounted to hate speech and 

contravened the Constitution.  Several senior ANC �gures threw their 

weight behind Malema, arguing that the song was part of the ANC’s 

struggle history and should not be censored.  Judge Colin Lamont 

ruled that the words of the song undermined the dignity of certain 

people and was hurtful, discriminatory and harmful.  Many ANC 

supporters were outraged at the court’s ruling. An ANC spokesman 

accused the courts of trying to rewrite the history of the liberation 

struggle. A COSATU spokesperson also condemned the ruling, seeing it 

as an insult and arguing that efforts at national unity could not be 

based on forgetting the past.
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Any suffering we 

experienced was made more 

real by song and rhythm 

which leads to a culture of 

de�ance, self-assertion and 

group pride and solidarity.

Steve Biko, 1978

“FREEDOM
ISN’T FREE” 

I think there are different aspects to freedom. It must 

encompass political, economic, social, individual; all 

those kinds of dimensions, right. But it’s not 

something necessarily which is attained and forever 

there; that you need to wage on struggle and that 

is it. It’s as that BC song says, “Freedom isn’t free”. 

Because each generation must learn it anew that it’s 

not something handed down to you. You need to 

defend it. So the ideological struggle is ongoing 

and there will always be people, individuals or 

groups who will want to reverse the gains attained 

by liberation.
Interview with Cecyl Esau


